
                                                                                  TIPS MEASURES

      If you choose the Slim Cut
      Take your measurements normally with a tape neither too tight nor too loose for  3A3A  3D3D   4  4    7  7 
      Take your measurements much tending the tape measure to   1    2     5     6     
      Take the width of the bottom  8   of your choice. If you tighten the ankle, add a zip.

      If you choose the cut Bootcut
      Take your measurements normally with a tape measure or too tight or too loose for  3A3A  3D3D   4  4    7  7 
      Take your measurements slightly tending the tape measure to   1    2     5     6  
      And add 2cm to   6   . Take the bottom width   8   you want ( Greater than 22cm )
 

      If you choose the straight cut
      Take your measurements normally with a tape measure or too tight or too loose from   1   to  7  
      And add 1cm for   6   . Take the bottom width   8   you want ( Greater than 18cm)

      If you choose the wide cut
      Take your measurements normally with a tape measure or too tight or too loose from   1   to  7  
      And add 4cm for   2     5     6   . Take the bottom width  8   you want ( Greater than 27cm )  
 

      If you choose the legs Elephant cut
      Take your measurements normally with a tape measure or too tight or too loose for  3A3A  3D3D   4  4    7  7      
      Take your measurements much tending the tape measure to   1    2     5     6  
      And add 2cm to   6   . Take the bottom width   8   you want ( Greater than 28cm ) 
 

      You choose to customize without follow our advice
      Be very specific about your actions, and complete the scheme of taking measurements from   1   to  8  
 

      To take your measurements with a tape measure of dressmaker 
      Handling the measuring tape is very flexible, depending on the tension you get a gap of 0.5 to 1cm.
      Example : Normally 50cm - slightly tending 49,5cm - much tending 49cm.

      To set the waist height
      Low waist,       3D3D  is between 15cm and 22cm minimum maximum.
 
      Normal waist, 3D3D  is between 20cm and 30cm minimum maximum. 
 
      High waist,      3D3D  is between 25cm and 100cm maximum minimum.
 
      Generally,        3D3D  should be equal to or less than   3A3A

 



                                                                                 YOUR MEASURES   
                                       [To take your measurements, you need to be assisted by a person]
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